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Transcriptional regulation of protein complexes in yeast<p>Multiprotein complexes play an essential role in many cellular processes. But our knowledge of the mechanism of their formation, reg-ulation and lifetimes is very limited. We investigated transcriptional regulation of protein complexes in yeast using two approaches. First, known regulons, manually curated or identified by genome-wide screens, were mapped onto the components of multiprotein complexes. The complexes comprised manually curated ones and those characterized by high-throughput analyses. Second, putative regulatory sequence motifs were identified in the upstream regions of the genes involved in individual complexes and regulons were predicted on the basis of these motifs.</p>

Abstract

Background: Multiprotein complexes play an essential role in many cellular processes. But our
knowledge of the mechanism of their formation, regulation and lifetimes is very limited. We
investigated transcriptional regulation of protein complexes in yeast using two approaches. First,
known regulons, manually curated or identified by genome-wide screens, were mapped onto the
components of multiprotein complexes. The complexes comprised manually curated ones and
those characterized by high-throughput analyses. Second, putative regulatory sequence motifs
were identified in the upstream regions of the genes involved in individual complexes and regulons
were predicted on the basis of these motifs.

Results: Only a very small fraction of the analyzed complexes (5-6%) have subsets of their
components mapping onto known regulons. Likewise, regulatory motifs are detected in only about
8-15% of the complexes, and in those, about half of the components are on average part of
predicted regulons. In the manually curated complexes, the so-called 'permanent' assemblies have
a larger fraction of their components belonging to putative regulons than 'transient' complexes. For
the noisier set of complexes identified by high-throughput screens, valuable insights are obtained
into the function and regulation of individual genes.

Conclusions: A small fraction of the known multiprotein complexes in yeast seems to have at
least a subset of their components co-regulated on the transcriptional level. Preliminary analysis of
the regulatory motifs for these components suggests that the corresponding genes are likely to be
co-regulated either together or in smaller subgroups, indicating that transcriptionally regulated
modules might exist within complexes.

Background
Multiprotein complexes such as the ribosome, spliceosome,
cyclosome, proteasome and the nuclear pore complex have an
essential role in cellular processes [1-3]. Until recently,

information about the building blocks of specific complexes
has been rather selective, and the mechanisms underlying the
formation of these complexes, and their regulation, lifetimes
and degradation remain largely unknown.
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One can surmise that the formation of multiprotein com-
plexes might be regulated at different levels, including tran-
scriptional regulation, post-translational modification and
degradation. In prokaryotes a significant proportion of the
genes that are co-regulated at the transcriptional level code
for proteins that interact physically. This proportion is even
higher for gene groups whose co-regulation is conserved in
different genomes [4]. In some multiprotein complexes in
bacteria, the individual components were reported to be
expressed 'as needed', in a time-dependent fashion related to
their role in the complex [5].

In eukaryotes, mainly limited to yeast, gene-expression pro-
files have been shown to correlate with protein function and
protein-protein interactions [6-8]. More particularly, genes
corresponding to components of multiprotein complexes
were found to exhibit correlated expression profiles, espe-
cially for complexes that form over a wide range of cellular
conditions [8]. In contrast, the relationships between gene
expression and genome-scale two-hybrid interaction data
appear to be more tenuous [6,7,9].

Yeast is an ideal model system in which to investigate the
relations between protein interactions and gene co-regula-
tion. It is one of the few organisms in which many individual
protein complexes have been characterized by biochemical
and other methods, with results available in the Comprehen-
sive Yeast Genome Database (CYGD) [10]. In addition, two
independent studies recently characterized multiprotein
complexes in yeast by a large-scale experimental approach
involving tandem affinity purification and MS analysis (TAP
[11]) and high-throughput MS protein complex identification
(HMS, [12]). Each study identified several hundred com-
plexes, containing on average about eight and eleven
polypeptides, respectively. Many of these were shown to be
associated with known cellular processes.

Yeast has also served as a model for the analysis of gene
expression [13-15] and transcriptional regulation [16,17].
Information about the target genes of transcription factors
has been compiled in specialized databases such as TRANS-
FAC [18,19], SCPD [19], YPD [20] and aMAZE [21,22]. Most
recently, the genes bound by 106 yeast transcription factors
were identified by a high-throughput approach [16], produc-
ing for the first time a global view of the transcriptional regu-
lation network in this organism.

Here we investigate the transcriptional regulation of multi-
protein complexes in yeast. In particular we aimed at finding
out to what extent components of such complexes are co-reg-
ulated. We first determined the overlap between known sets
of co-regulated genes in yeast and groups of genes coding for
components of individual multiprotein complexes. A set of
co-regulated genes is defined here as the group of target genes
of the same transcription factor, and is denoted a 'regulon', in
agreement with the classical concept of Maas [23]. Two

categories of regulons are considered. The manually curated
regulons stored in the databases, and the regulons defined by
the gene-factor associations identified in the high-throughput
analyses mentioned above [16]. The protein complexes exam-
ined are those manually curated in databases and the two
datasets derived from the recent genome-scale analyses.

We then applied pattern-discovery algorithms [24,25] to the
upstream sequences of genes coding for the proteins involved
in each of the complexes in the three datasets under consider-
ation. These algorithms are used to detect sequence patterns
shared by some or all of these genes, which are likely to rep-
resent binding sites for transcription factors. These patterns
take the form of short oligonucleotides (hexamers or pairs of
trimers) that occur much more frequently in the upstream
regions of these genes than in the corresponding regions
across the entire yeast nuclear genome.

We have shown recently that these algorithms have an impor-
tant advantage of returning predictions with a very small rate
of false positives (over-represented patterns in groups of ran-
domly selected genes) when stringent enough statistical crite-
ria are used [26]. Alternative methods based on matrix
descriptions [27-31] allow a more refined description of pat-
tern degeneracy, in which a given sequence position need not
be strictly conserved. But, unlike the approach used here, they
have the inconvenience of nearly always returning a predic-
tion, even for random sequences. This is particularly prob-
lematic when analyzing large groups of genes, of which a
sizable proportion might not be regulated at the transcrip-
tional level, or at least not by the same transcription factor, as
might be the case for many of the protein complexes exam-
ined here.

Using the set of patterns detected for each complex, we pro-
ceeded to predict the components of the complex that are
likely to be co-regulated. This is a difficult task, as the
upstream regions of genes often contain multiple binding
sites for the same factor or can be regulated by a combination
of different factors that bind to distinct sites [32,33]. In addi-
tion, pattern-discovery algorithms generally return a number
of strongly overlapping patterns for a given transcription fac-
tor, indicating the presence of a partial degeneracy [24,25].
Therefore, identifying sets of co-regulated genes usually
involves assembling the patterns into longer motifs, and
searching for upstream regions that score highly against these
motifs, an approach that often yields ambiguous results.

Here we use an alternative approach in which a discriminant
analysis is performed directly on the detected short patterns
and their multiple occurrences [26], thereby avoiding the dif-
ficult task of pattern assembly. This analysis is done for all the
complexes considered and the results are discussed in terms
of our current knowledge of these complexes and their
regulation.
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R33
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Table 1

Statistically significant associations between annotated complexes and known regulons

(a) Associations between the annotated complexes and annotated regulons

Annotated complex Annotated 
regulon

Components 
in complex

Genes in 
regulon

Common 
genes

E-value Total overlap

Permanent 19-22S regulator Rpn4 18 11 6 2E-11 6

Cytochrome bc1 complex Hap4 9 14 3 1E-04 2

Nucleosomal protein complex Hir1 8 4 4 2E-10 7

Hir3 3 3 3E-07

Hta2 2 2 3E-04

Hta1 2 2 3E-04

Hir2 2 2 3E-04

Spt10 3 2 9E-04

Spt21 3 2 9E-04

RNA polymerase II Abf1 13 37 3 1E-02 3

RNA polymerase III Abf1 13 37 3 1E-02 3

Transient 2 oxoglutarate dehydrogenase Hap2 3 14 2 3E-03 2

Hap3 15 2 3E-03

Alpha alpha trehalose 
phosphate synthase

Msn2 4 56 3 5E-04 3

Msn4 58 3 6E-04

Anthranilate synthase Gcn4 2 40 2 8E-03 2

Fatty acid synthetase 
cytoplasmic

Reb1 2 19 2 2E-03 2

Ino2 19 2 2E-03

Ino4 19 2 2E-03

GAL80 complex Mig1 3 26 2 1E-02 2

Glycine decarboxylase Fau1 4 3 3 2E-08 3

Isocitrate dehydrogenase Rtg3 2 6 2 2E-04 2

Rtg1 12 2 7E-04

Ribonucleoside diphosphate 
reductase

Dun1 4 3 3 2E-08 4

Rfx1 5 3 2E-07

Tup1 7 3 7E-07

Yku70 2 2 6E-05

Rad9 2 2 6E-05

Mbp1 6 2 9E-04

Others Cdc28p complexes Ndt80 10 11 5 3E-10 10

Xbp1 5 3 6E-06

Swi6 10 3 7E-05

Mcm1 14 3 2E-04

Azf1 2 2 5E-04

Sit4 2 2 5E-04

Spt16 2 2 5E-04

Far1 2 2 5E-04

Cln3 2 2 5E-04

Bck2 2 2 5E-04

Glucan synthases Swi4 5 8 2 3E-03 2
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R33
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Together, the approaches presented here provide valuable
insights into the transcriptional regulation of multiprotein
complexes in yeast and help in extracting information on
function from genome-scale datasets for these complexes.

Results
Correspondence between multiprotein complexes and 
known regulons
The genes coding for the components of each protein complex
in the different datasets are compared to those in the known

regulons, with the aim of detecting complex-regulon pairs
where the overlap between the components is more extensive
than would be expected by chance.

The analyzed datasets of complexes comprised 243 annotated
protein complexes from CYGD [10] and 725 complexes iden-
tified by the high-throughput studies [11,12]. The complexes
from the latter two studies were taken as defined by their
authors, without further grouping [34]. The regulons datasets
comprised the 200 annotated and the 106 high-throughput
regulons [16].

(b) Associations between annotated complexes and high-throughput regulons, identified by a genome-wide location analysis [16]

Annotated complex High-
throughput 

regulon

Components 
in complex

Genes in 
regulon

Common 
genes

E-value Total overlap

Permanent Respiration chain complexes

Cytochrome bc1 complex Hap4 9 69 7 5E-11 7

Cytochrome c oxidase Hap4 8 69 8 2E-14 8

F0-F1 ATP synthase Hap4 15 69 10 4E-15 10

Cytoplasmic ribosomes

Cytoplasmic ribosomal 
large subunit

Fhl1 81 194 67 4E-90 67

Rap1 209 46 3E-46

Yap5 107 10 1E-04

Pdr1 69 8 3E-04

Cytoplasmic ribosomal 
small subunit

Fhl1 57 194 53 2E-76 53

Rap1 209 30 4E-28

Yap5 107 8 5E-04

Nucleosomal-protein-complex Hir2 8 21 6 2E-12 6

Hir1 30 6 2E-11

Transient Fatty acid synthetase 
cytoplasmic

Ino2 2 11 2 3E-04 2

Ino4 19 2 9E-04

Glycine decarboxylase Bas1 4 44 3 1E-04 3

Ribonucleoside diphosphate 
reductase

Rfx1 4 32 3 5E-05 3

Others Replication complexes Mbp1 49 112 7 2E-03 7

Only the most statistically significant associations (E-value ≤ 0.01) between complexes and regulons are listed (see Additional data file 1 (Figure S2a-
b) for a complete list). Each line lists the association detected between a multiprotein complex denoted by its CYGD name (column 2) and a regulon 
denoted by its common name (column 3). Column 4 lists the number of genes in the complex and column 5 lists the number of genes in the regulon. 
Column 6 lists the number of common genes between the regulon and complex, and column 7 lists the statistical significance criterion (E-value) for 
the detected overlap (see Materials and methods). The far right column lists the total number of genes in the complex that are common between it 
and all the regulons that map into it. Complexes have been subdivided into three categories, 'permanent', 'transient' or 'others', as indicated in 
column 1, and described in Materials and methods. When a smaller complex is completely included within a larger one and detected associations map 
into it, only the smaller complex is listed. For example, the larger assembly 'Cyclin-CDK complexes' is not listed because the detected association is 
with one of its components the 'Cdc28p complexes' only. When associations are detected with more than one complex of a larger assembly, as is the 
case for the small and large subunits of the cytoplasmic ribosomes, the name of the larger assembly is given first, with no details of the identified 
associations. But those are listed for each of the component complexes. Information on the annotated regulons in (a) was obtained from the 
TRANSFAC and aMAZE databases, from the list compiled by Young and colleagues [16,48] and from the recent literature.

Table 1 (Continued)

Statistically significant associations between annotated complexes and known regulons
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R33
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To determine whether the number of common components
for a given complex-regulon pair is above chance level, or sta-
tistically significant, we compute the expectation value (E-
value) of observing at least that number by chance, and retain
only pairs with an E-value below a certain threshold (see
Materials and methods).

Correspondence between regulons and annotated protein complexes
Table 1 lists the complex-regulon pairs whose overlap is above
chance level (E-value ≤ 0.01), obtained when mapping the
annotated complexes onto the annotated (Table 1a) and high-
throughput (Table 1b) regulons, respectively. It is striking to
see that the 243 annotated complexes and 306 known regu-
lons form a total of only 57 pairs with a statistically significant
overlap. Forty of those are with the annotated regulons, and
the remaining ones (only 17 in total) are with the high-
throughput regulons. Those pairs involve only about 8% of
complexes (20 out of 243) and 14% of the regulons (44 out of
306). The overlap between known regulons and annotated
complexes is thus on the whole quite limited.

Relating protein complexes to gene-expression data, Jansen
et al. [7] found it useful to distinguish between two major cat-
egories of complexes. 'Permanent' complexes are defined as
those that are detected under a wide range of different cellular
conditions, whereas 'transient' ones are defined as complexes
that form under a specific set of conditions. While keeping in
mind that this division is probably oversimplified and could
sometimes be misleading, we follow these authors in consid-
ering it a helpful working hypothesis. The list of complexes in
each category was derived from Jansen et al. [7] with some
editing. We classified complexes that did not clearly fit either
of the first two categories, and some larger assemblies com-
posed of several complexes, as 'other'.

Table 1 reveals that meaningful overlaps between complexes
and known regulons occur for both permanent and non-per-
manent complexes. Associations with the annotated regulons
involve fewer complexes of the permanent category than of
non-permanent ones (Table 1a). In contrast, the associations
with the high-throughput regulons involve more permanent
complexes than transient ones (Table 1b), in better agreement
with the reported stronger relations of permanent versus
transient complexes with mRNA expression profiles [7].

Another interesting observation is that the set of complexes
into which regulons map and the extent of overlap between
complexes and regulons is also quite different for the anno-
tated and high-throughput regulon datasets. Regulons from
both datasets map into complexes such as cytochrome bc1,
nucleosomal protein complex, ribonucleoside diphosphate
reductase and fatty-acid synthetase. On the other hand, com-
plexes such as the proteasome, the Cdc28p cyclins and RNA
polymerase II are only involved in associations with anno-
tated regulons (Table 1a), whereas the ribosomal subunits or

cytochrome c oxidase complexes are only involved in associa-
tions with high-throughput regulons (Table 1b).

These and other differences are most likely to be due to the
different composition of the regulon repertoires in the two
datasets. The annotated dataset contains nearly twice as
many regulons as the high-throughput one. But the regulons
in the latter dataset are significantly larger, with on average
six times more genes than in the annotated regulons (see
Materials and methods). It is therefore not too surprising that
for associations involving high-throughput regulons, the frac-
tion of the components of a given complex covered by a regu-
lon is in general higher than for annotated regulons. It should
at the same time be cautioned that the high-throughput regu-
lons probably contain a fair number of spurious members
(false positives) [26].

Zoom-in on the overlaps between regulons and annotated complexes
We see that a complex is often associated with several regu-
lons. This is due in part to the substantial overlap that often
exists between the components of individual regulons. The
most severe cases occur when different transcription factors
are annotated as regulating the exact same set of genes, a sit-
uation that is often encountered for small regulons, and prob-
ably results from incomplete information or because some
transcription factors act in combination or as complexes [35].
We see for example that seven regulons map into the nucleo-
somal protein complex, six map into the ribonucleoside
diphosphate reductase complex, and as many as 10 regulons
map into the modular Cdc28p cyclin complexes (Table 1a).

A given regulon also maps, in general, into more than one
complex, often onto two, and occasionally onto three. These
multiple associations form a patchy network, with several dis-
connected clusters, which link complexes to regulons. The
network graphs built from the associations of the annotated
complexes, with annotated and high-throughput regulons,
respectively, are illustrated in Additional data file 1 (Figures
S1 and S2).

Details of some of these clusters are illustrated in Figures 1
and 2, highlighting the common genes involved. The nucleo-
somal protein complex (Figure 1a) has seven out of its eight
components in common with seven small regulons - Hta1/
Hta2, Spt10/Spt21 and Hir1/Hir2/Hir3 - whose genes par-
tially overlap one another. The ribonucleoside diphosphate
reductase complex (Figure 1b) has all its four components in
common with a total of six partially overlapping regulons.
The picture is significantly more complicated for the cyclin-
Cdc28p complexes (Figure 1c). As many as 10 regulons map
into the 10 components of this complex: the Cln1 and Cln2
genes, which are regulated by as many as five different tran-
scription factors, and two transcription-factor genes, Swi4
and Mcm1, also map into the glucan synthases and pre-repli-
cation complex, respectively.
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R33
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Correspondence between regulons and high-throughput protein 
complexes
The total number of statistically significant overlaps (E-value
≤ 0.01) is also very low (66 in total) when the known regulons
are mapped onto TAP complexes and HMS complexes, even
though the number of complexes considered is much larger
(725).

The majority of the complex-regulon pairs with meaningful
overlap (53) involve annotated regulons, whereas only 13
pairs involve high-throughput regulons. Matches with regu-
lons from either dataset generally involve only a very small
subset of the complex components, and there are twice as
many matches with complexes from the HMS than from the
TAP datasets, in line with the larger size of the former dataset
(for a complete list of associations, see Additional data file 2
(Table S2)).

Owing to the appreciable overlap between the components of
different complexes within and between the TAP and HMS
datasets, the network of associations between these com-
plexes and the regulons is much more intricate than for the
annotated complexes. A network graph was built from the
larger set of 125 complex-regulon pairs with meaningful over-
laps (E-value ≤ 0.1) involving the annotated regulons (Figure
3). This network features seven separate dense clusters of
connections (Figure 3a-g). Details of the regulon-complex
overlaps in some of these clusters, highlighting the common
genes involved, are depicted in Figure 4a-c. The remaining
clusters are detailed in Additional data file 1 (Figure S3). In
Figure 4h the set of remaining very small clusters, each
involving mostly one or two connections, is grouped.

The first cluster (Figure 4a) corresponds chiefly to the overlap
between the Rpn4 regulon and 12 rather large complexes (six
TAP and six HMS complexes). Nine of the 11 genes of this reg-
ulon map onto these complexes. All the complexes contain
components of the yeast proteasome, and some other

functionally related proteins in variable proportions. Inter-
estingly, six of the nine common genes correspond to proteins
from the 19S regulatory subunit, encoding four of the six
ATPases in the subunit (Rpt2, Rpt4, Rpt5, Rpt6). A further
two genes, PRE6 and PRE2, code, respectively, for alpha and
beta subunits of the catalytic domain [36], and another gene
(RAD23) encodes a ubiquitin-like protein, which links DNA
repair to the ubiquitin/proteasome pathway [37].

The second cluster (Figure 4b) involves four partially overlap-
ping regulons of three genes each, totaling five genes. These
genes map into three medium-sized complexes (6-16 genes)
and one large complex of 40 genes, with no more than two to
three genes mapping into the same complex. Here, too, the
majority of the five genes correspond to a biologically active
assembly - the ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase com-
plex and associated kinase. The third cluster (Figure 4c)
involves genes of the nucleosomal protein complex. A similar
analysis can be made for the remaining four clusters (data not
shown), and similar observations are made when analyzing
the largest clusters in the network graph built from the 46 sta-
tistically significant overlapping pairs (E-value ≤ 0.1) involv-
ing the TAP and HMS complexes and high-throughput
regulons (see Additional data files 1 and 2 (Figures S4, S5 and
Table S2d, respectively)).

This detailed analysis shows that although the subset of the
components of the multiprotein complexes that corresponds
to known regulons is usually quite small, it tends to be com-
posed of proteins with close physical interactions and/or
clear functional relations. We also find that the bulk of the
overlaps involve genes that map into both permanent com-
plexes such as the proteasome or the nucleosomal-protein
complex, as well as into non-permanent ones, such as the
ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase and the cyclin-Cdc28p
complexes. No clear trends can therefore be identified from
these data on the regulation of any one category of complexes
in particular.

Detailed view of the main clusters in the network linking annotated protein complexes and regulonsFigure 1 (see following page)
Detailed view of the main clusters in the network linking annotated protein complexes and regulons. The network (shown Additional data file 1 (Figure 
S1)) was built from the multiple links corresponding to associations with E-value ≥ 0.1, identified between the 243 CYGD yeast multiprotein complexes 
and the 200 annotated regulons (see text). Ellipsoid frames represent complexes, rectangular frame represent regulons, with individual complexes and 
regulons appearing in different colors in a given cluster. Individual complexes are identified by their name in the CYGD complexes catalog [10] and 
regulons are denoted by the name of the bound transcription factor. Genes involved in complexes or regulons are enclosed, respectively, in rounded 
frames or rectangles of the same color as the complex or regulon, and are displayed by their common name. The two digits given in parentheses indicate 
the number of genes involved in this cluster for the complex or regulon, and the total number of genes in the complex or regulon, respectively. (a) 
Cluster involving associations between three groups of regulons (Hta1-Hta2, Hir1-2-3, and Spt10-Spt21) and seven of the eight genes of the nucleosomal 
protein complex. (b) The ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase cluster, involving associations between all four genes of the corresponding complex and 
four groups of co-regulated genes belonging to six regulons. (c) Cluster involving associations between all the 10 components of the Cdc28p complexes, 
and seven distinct groups of genes belonging to 11 regulons. Five regulons - Cln3, Sit4, Spt16, Bck2, and Swi4 - map onto the exact same cyclin genes (CLN, 
CLN2). Two regulons, Swi4, and Mcm1, map also into the glucan synthases and pre-replication complex, respectively.
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R33
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Figure 1 (see legend on previous page)
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Figure 2 (see legend on next page)
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Prediction of cis-acting regulatory elements in genes of 
multiprotein complexes
The very limited overlap between complexes and regulons
detected above might be biologically meaningful, or might be
due to the limited information that is currently available on
the nature of protein complexes and regulatory networks in
yeast. Given these uncertainties, it seemed of interest to
complement the above analyses by an approach in which reg-
ulons are directly predicted from the components of protein
complexes.

If the components of a given protein complex are co-regulated
on the transcriptional level, one would expect to find common
regulatory sequence elements, corresponding to transcrip-
tion factor binding sites, in the upstream regions of the corre-
sponding genes. The problem of identifying regulatory sites is
notoriously difficult [33]. To tackle it we applied algorithms
for the discovery of oligonucleotides (here, hexanucleotides)
[24] and spaced pairs of trinucleotides [25], which occur
more frequently in the upstream regions of the genes coding
for the components of each complex than in the correspond-
ing regions across the entire yeast nuclear genome. For this
approach we considered only complexes with at least five
components.

Highly significant patterns are detected for only a small subset of the 
complexes
Figure 5 plots the number and fraction of the protein com-
plexes in each of the three datasets examined (the annotated,
TAP and HMS complexes) for which regulatory-sequence
patterns were identified by our prediction method using three
different reliability thresholds. Plotted alongside are the cor-
responding results obtained here for sets of randomly
selected genes (used as negative control) and results for
known regulons (positive control) obtained in another study
[26].

A first observation is that the fraction of complexes for which
regulatory patterns are identified with some reliability is
quite low. No more than 27-28% of the complexes from either
of the three analyzed datasets have at least one pattern with
statistical significance Sig ≥ 1 (corresponding to an E-value ≤
0.1). At this threshold the fraction of complexes with identi-
fied patterns is nonetheless about 7-10% higher than for gene

groups selected at random. With the more stringent signifi-
cance threshold (Sig ≥ 2), the fraction of complexes with at
least one pattern drops further, but less for the curated (15%)
and TAP complexes (13%), than for the HMS complexes (8%).

We recently applied the same algorithms to the dataset of
annotated regulons [26]. As the genes belonging to the same
regulon are expected to be co-regulated and hence to exhibit
common regulatory-sequence patterns, our algorithms
should perform well on these genes. This was indeed the case.
Patterns with Sig = 1 were identified in as many as 84% of the
annotated regulons, as illustrated in Figure 5.

The fraction of the complexes in which regulatory patterns
can be reliably detected is thus clearly much smaller, confirm-
ing that the components of complexes are on average much
less consistently co-regulated than the genes that belong to
known regulons.

Assigning components of protein complexes to putative regulons on 
the basis of predicted patterns
Having shown that highly reliable regulatory patterns can be
detected in genes corresponding to at least a fraction of the
complexes, we now proceeded to determine, for each com-
plex, which of its components are likely to be co-regulated,
and what fraction of the complex they represent. To this end,
complexes with at least five component genes, featuring at
least one significant pattern (Sig ≥ 1), are selected. A stepwise
linear discriminant analysis [38] with a leave-one-out proce-
dure is applied to assign a gene involved in a given complex,
either to its original complex or to a control group of ran-
domly selected genes, according to the number of occurrences
of the discovered patterns in its upstream region. The
assigned group (complex or control) is then compared to the
group from which the gene was drawn to evaluate the cover-
age and positive predictive power (PPP) of the assignment.
Coverage is defined as the fraction of the total number of
genes in the complex that were reassigned to it by the discri-
minant procedure. PPP is defined as the fraction of total
number of genes assigned to the complex that actually belong
to it (see Materials and methods for details).

Figure 6 displays the coverage versus PPP values for a total of
140 individual complexes from the three datasets analyzed

Detailed view of the main clusters in the network linking annotated protein complexes and high-throughput regulonsFigure 2 (see previous page)
Detailed view of the main clusters in the network linking annotated protein complexes and high-throughput regulons. The network was built considering 
all the associations with E-value ≤ 0.1; regulons and complexes are denoted and depicted as described in the legend of Figure 1. (a) Cluster of associations 
involving seven of the eight components of the nucleosomal protein complex. Unlike in the equivalent cluster of Figure 1a, here only two distinct groups 
of, respectively, two and six genes belonging to three rather large regulons (respectively, Met4 and Hir1-2) map into this complex. Note that here Hir1-2 
comprises a much larger group of genes than in the annotated regulons. (b) Cluster of the respiratory chain complexes. It comprises three complexes: the 
F0-F1-ATP-synthase complex, and the cytochrome bc1- and cytochrome c oxidase complexes. Twenty-five genes of the Hap4 regulon, and four and five 
genes of the Hap3 and Hap2 regulons, respectively, map into these complexes. As noted in the text, the Hap4 transcription factor is known as a 
respiratory-chain activator that does not bind DNA but fosters DNA binding by Hap2 and Hap3 [45]). The reasons for the more limited overlap between 
these latter two regulons and components of the respiration complexes are not clear. (c) An interesting cluster where the main node is the large Mbp1 
regulon of 112 genes, of which 10 overlap with components of three complexes: the small replication factor A complex (3 genes), the replication 
complexes (49 genes) and the Cdc28p complexes (10 genes).
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here (34 TAP, 75 HMS, and 31 annotated ones). The coverage
obtained for these complexes has a mean value of 48%, and a
standard deviation of about 25%. The mean PPP is 80%, with
a standard deviation of about 10%, and only a single case with
perfect assignment (PPP = 100%). There is very little differ-
ence between the results obtained for the annotated, TAP,
and HMS complexes (see Additional data file 2 (Table S3) for
details). It is noteworthy that significantly higher average val-
ues for the coverage and PPP (72% and 92% respectively)
were obtained by applying the same procedure to the anno-
tated regulons [26].

Putative regulons in the annotated complexes
We determined whether the putative regulons identified by
our procedures can provide useful information on the
transcriptional regulation of protein complexes. As a first
step, we discuss several aspects of the prediction results for
patterns and putative regulons obtained for the annotated
complexes, summarized in Table 2. This lists the results for all
the complexes for which at least one statistically significant
(Sig ≥ 1) regulatory pattern has been detected. A complete list
of the predicted co-regulated components in each of the com-
plexes considered is given in Additional data file 2 (Table S4).

Table 2 reveals a clear difference between results for the per-
manent and the non-permanent complexes. Most strikingly,
the fraction of the components of a given complex covered by
our putative regulons is noticeably higher for most perma-
nent complexes (0.7-1.0) than for the non-permanent ones
(0.06-0.6). The number of significant regulatory patterns and
the significance value of the 'best' pattern are also generally
higher in theses complexes. Among the complexes with the
highest coverage by putative regulons and a large number of
statistically significant patterns we find the proteasome, the
large and small subunits of the cytoplasmic ribosome, three
complexes of the respiratory chain, the translation elongation
complex, as well as the nucleosomal protein and cyclin
Cdc28p complexes. To illustrate the information provided by
our approach, we will discuss in detail our findings for the
nucleosomal protein complex and the replication fork
complexes.

Nucleosomal protein complex
This complex has all of its eight components predicted to be
part of a regulon, with a large number (20) of significant
patterns. Details of the patterns discovered, of which the most

statistically significant are spaced dyads, and their locations
in the upstream regions of the corresponding genes are
shown in the feature map (Figure 7). All but one of these
dyads are mutually overlapping, and can be aligned to form
the larger motif cGCGAan{5}caGAACg, where upper-case let-
ters denote the most conserved residues, which seem to be the
'core' of the binding site, and the number in brackets is the
length of the spacer in terms of the number of intervening
nucleotides. The feature map shows that each upstream
sequence contains at least two occurrences of this 'core', with
some differences in the bases flanking this core. Although
several regulons - Hta1/Hta2, Hir2/Hir3/Hir4 and Spt10/
Spt21 - are known (and were found here) to map into this
complex, covering a total of seven out of the eight compo-
nents of the complex (Figures 1, 2), our findings represent the
first instance where a regulatory motif is proposed for all the
members of the nucleosomal complex.

Replication fork complexes
The replication fork complex is an assembly of proteins
involved in DNA replication (Table 2). It is encoded by a total
of 30 genes, which can be subdivided into several smaller
complexes such as the DNA polymerase δ, DNA polymerase ε,
DNA α1 primase and replication factor C complexes. Analysis
of the entire assembly detected 12 patterns with a maximum
significance of 13.3, corresponding to an E-value of 2 × 10-13.
The discriminant analysis carried out on the basis of these
patterns allowed us to assign about half (17) of the 30 compo-
nents of this assembly to putative regulons (Table 2).

Table 3 lists the probabilities for individual components to be
assigned to the complex by the discriminant analysis. It
reveals a striking observation: the predicted co-regulated
genes correspond almost perfectly to seven out of the 14
individual complexes or entities that make up the assembly.
The 17 genes that belong to the putative regulons include
three of the four components of the DNA polymerase α1 pri-
mase complex, all the components of the DNA δ and ε
complexes, the replication factor A and topoisomerase com-
plexes, as well as the proliferating cell nuclear antigen
(PCNA) and exonucleases. Furthermore, the majority of these
genes were assigned to the replication fork assembly with
high probability (0.8-0.99).

Interestingly, Jansen et al. [7] reported a poor correlation
with expression data for the replication complex, a large com-

Network graph of the statistically significant links between the TAP and HMS complexes and annotated regulonsFigure 3 (see previous page)
Network graph of the statistically significant links between the TAP and HMS complexes and annotated regulons. Each node represents a complex (red 
ellipse) or a regulon (blue rectangle). Individual complexes are identified by a number, prefixed by TAP [11] or HMS [12]. Regulons are denoted by the 
name of the bound transcription factor. The number of genes in each group (complex or regulon) is given in parentheses. The number of genes common 
to a given complex-regulon pair is indicated along the lines (arcs) joining the pair. (a-g) Seven dense clusters of connections. (h) The set of remaining very 
small clusters are grouped, each involving mostly one or two connections. Clusters (a-c) are detailed in Figure 4.
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plex that partially overlaps the replication fork assembly dis-
cussed above. They showed, however, that a much better
correlation with expression profiles could be obtained for
subgroups of components within the complex. Two such sub-
groups were the DNA polymerase δ and DNA polymerase ε
complexes. These are also part of the co-regulated subgroup
that we identify in the replication fork assembly, except that
our observations suggest that their transcriptional regulation
is coupled to that of 11 other genes (the remaining genes with
probabilities > 0.5 in Table 3) also involved in DNA replica-
tion, and that the transcriptional regulation of all 17 genes is
controlled by the same factor, or set of factors.

Our findings therefore agree with the conclusions drawn from
relationships between complexes and mRNA expression pro-
files, namely that the so-called permanent complexes display
a more marked trend to be co-regulated en bloc than non-per-
manent ones, but that non-permanent complexes often con-
tain subgroups of co-regulated components [7]. Our findings
furthermore suggest that subsets of the components of a
given multiprotein assembly, whose genes display distinct
expression patterns, can be under common transcriptional
control. This can happen when the same transcription factor
requires the presence of different associated factors when
binding to each group of co-regulated components, thereby
producing different expression profiles for the individual
gene groups (see, for example [39]).

Putative regulons in the high-throughput complexes
Interpretation of the predicted regulons for the TAP and HMS
complexes is more complicated. Owing to the appreciable
overlap between the complexes, significant overlap is also
observed between the predicted sets of regulatory patterns
and between the corresponding groups of putative co-regu-
lated components in different complexes. These overlaps cre-
ate a dense network of connections between the complexes.
The bulk of the network comprises two large separate clusters
of interconnected complexes and a few very small clusters.
The complete list of predicted co-regulated components for
each complex, and the network graph can be found in Addi-
tional data file 2 (Table S4) and Additional data file 1 (Figure
S6).

One of the largest clusters comprises a group of nine com-
plexes (four HMS and five TAP) that involve the proteasome
genes. The subsets of putative co-regulated genes in each
complex and the pattern of overlap between them are illus-
trated in Figure 8. Remarkably, the vast majority of the genes

predicted as being co-regulated in all the nine complexes are
annotated as belonging to the proteasome, whereas the
majority of remaining genes, not classified with putative reg-
ulons, are not annotated as proteasome genes. For most com-
plexes, the fraction of genes assigned to regulons is
furthermore quite high (65% on average). The most statisti-
cally significant regulatory patterns shared by the genes in the
corresponding complexes (Table 4) display a substantial
degree of overlap and can be assembled into a larger pattern
(TTTGCCACC/GGTGGCAAA). This pattern corresponds to
the binding site of the Rpn4 transcription factor, known to be
involved in the regulation of proteasome genes [40]. It is
present in the upstream regions of nearly all the proteasome
genes, with the exception of RPN10, RPN13, PRE5, PUP1,
RPN8 and NAS6. But the latter gene group exhibits patterns
differing by only one nucleotide from the Rpn4-binding
sequence, and might hence still be regulated by this factor or
a closely related one. Thus, quite strikingly, the overlap
between the complexes and putative regulons is much more
extensive here than in the proteasome-related cluster shown
in Figures 3 and 4a, which links TAP and HMS complexes to
annotated regulons.

Interestingly, the TAP126 and TAP151 complexes, which are
part of the proteasome cluster in Figure 8, stand out as the
two complexes for which the predicted regulons are less con-
sistent with the functional annotations. We see, however, that
these regulons include at most a third of the components of
the complexes, and that the PPPs of regulon assignment for
these complexes are significantly below average (62% and
69%, respectively), suggesting that the corresponding predic-
tions might be less reliable. On the other hand, two genes of
unknown function (YHR033W and YLR199C) are predicted
to be co-regulated with other proteasome genes in the
HMS233 complex, for which the coverage and PPP values are
high (87% and 88%, respectively). The possibility that these
orphan genes might be co-regulated with other proteasome
components is therefore a reasonable hypothesis that can be
tested experimentally.

These various observations indicate that combining pattern
discovery and discriminant analysis to predict regulons
should be a promising avenue for the interpretation of high-
throughput datasets on protein complexes, in terms of biolog-
ical function and transcriptional regulation.

Details of three major clusters in the network linking the TAP and HMS complexes with annotated regulons (Figure 3)Figure 4 (see previous page)
Details of three major clusters in the network linking the TAP and HMS complexes with annotated regulons (Figure 3). Individual complexes are identified 
by their alphanumerical code as in Figure 3 and depicted by ellipsoid frames, whereas regulons are denoted by the name of the bound transcription factor 
and depicted as rectangles. Individual complexes and regulons appear in different colors in a given cluster. Genes involved in complexes or regulons are 
enclosed by frames as in Figure 1. (a) Yeast proteasome cluster; (b) ribonucleoside diphosphate reductase cluster; (c) histone cluster.
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Discussion
We used two approaches to investigate transcriptional regu-
lation of multiprotein complexes in yeast. First, sets of genes
representing known targets of yeast transcription factors, the
regulons, were mapped onto both manually curated protein
complexes and those identified by genome-wide pull-down
experiments. Second, a predictive approach was applied to
the same set of complexes. In this approach, string-based
techniques for the discovery of regulatory patterns were com-
bined with a discriminant analysis in order to assign genes to
regulons on the basis of the predicted patterns.

The straightforward mapping approach revealed that only
very few of the complexes had a good fraction of their compo-
nents belonging to known regulons, whereas for the majority
of the complexes only a very partial overlap with regulons was
detected. Following previous work [7], we subdivided the
complexes into two categories: permanent complexes that

exist under a wide range of cellular conditions; and transient
complexes that form under particular conditions only. Over-
all, we found little difference in the overlap with regulons
between complexes of the two categories, except maybe when
matching the annotated complexes against the high-through-
put regulons dataset. In the latter case, a more extensive over-
lap with regulons was observed for the permanent complexes
than for the transient ones (Table 1b). But this observation
should be considered with caution, taking into account the
sizable level of noise in the corresponding regulon dataset.

Considering that the above results mainly reflect the limited
information currently available on transcription factor bind-
ing sites in yeast, we applied our predictive approach. The
pattern-discovery procedures identified statistically signifi-
cant regulatory patterns in only a small fraction of the com-
plexes (8-15%). Putative regulons were identified in this small
fraction on the basis of the patterns discovered, in agreement
with our analysis of the overlaps between complexes and
known regulons. The identified regulons included on average
nearly half (47%) of the components in the annotated com-
plexes, with, nonetheless, a large spread in component
coverage, ranging between 6% and 100% of the proteins/
genes of a complex.

More interestingly, in annotated complexes in which regula-
tory patterns were predicted, the fraction of the components
belonging to putative regulons, the number of regulatory
patterns, and the statistical significance value for the 'best'
pattern in each complex were generally substantially higher

Prediction of regulatory motifs by analysis of upstream sequencesFigure 5
Prediction of regulatory motifs by analysis of upstream sequences. (a) The 
average number of patterns discovered per gene group and (b) the 
average fraction (%) of the genes groups in the dataset in which at least 
one pattern was discovered are plotted as a function of the statistical 
significance of the patterns (Sig) (see Materials and methods for detail). 
The five plots displayed in each panel represent results obtained for the 
different datasets analyzed. These comprise three datasets of multiprotein 
complexes: the curated complexes from the CYGD catalogue [10], and 
the complexes identified by the TAP [11] and HMS [12] genome-scale 
analyses (see Materials and methods). The number of gene groups in these 
sets is 113, 124 and 269, respectively. The remaining two plots represent 
results obtained for the 79 annotated regulons (used as positive control), 
and for groups of genes of the same size as the considered complex or 
regulon, randomly selected from the yeast genome (used as negative 
control, as described in the text). Only regulons or complexes containing 
at least of five genes/proteins were considered.
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Assignments of genes to complexes by discriminant analysisFigure 6
Assignments of genes to complexes by discriminant analysis. The 
assignment by discriminant analysis was made on the basis of the number 
of predicted regulatory-sequence patterns (see text). The assignment 
Coverage (x-axis) is the proportion of genes from the complex which 
were reassigned to it by the discriminant analysis (see Materials and 
methods for details). Positive predictive power (PPP) (y-axis) is the 
proportion of the genes assigned to the complex which originally belonged 
to it. Assignment results are for multiprotein complexes. Annotated 
complexes [10] are drawn as green triangles, TAP complexes [11] as blue 
diamonds and HMS complexes [12] as red circles.
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for the permanent complexes than for complexes from other
categories. This result is in good agreement with previous
reports on the better correlation between the mRNA
expression profiles of genes coding for the components of
permanent complexes than for their transient counterparts
[7]. It suggests, furthermore, that complexes such as the
proteasome, the respiratory-chain complexes, the cytoplas-
mic ribosome or the nucleosomal protein complex, which are
present under a range of different cellular conditions, are
actively regulated at the transcriptional level.

Detailed analysis of the predicted regulons in some of the
non-permanent complexes, such as the replication fork com-
plexes (Table 3), also suggests that even in cases in which only
a fraction of the components belong to regulons, these com-
ponents are likely to be co-regulated, either together or in
smaller subgroups, thereby revealing the existence of tran-
scriptionally regulated modules within complexes. Interest-
ingly, in the case of the replication fork complex, the detected
modules contain groups of genes reported to display distinct
mRNA expression patterns [7], an indication that gene
groups with different expression patterns might nevertheless
be under common transcriptional control. These findings are
clearly preliminary and should be confirmed by a systematic
comparison with mRNA expression data for genes involved in
all the complexes for which putative regulons were identified.
In particular, this comparison should consider separately the
mRNA expression profiles measured under different experi-
mental conditions rather than combine them as was done
previously [7], as we might expect the transcriptional regula-
tion of certain complexes to vary with these conditions.

It is useful at this point to discuss the reliability of our predic-
tion procedure. Recent benchmarks performed on the anno-
tated regulons in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [26], showed
that our combined approach produces highly specific regulon
assignments, with good coverage. On average, 91% of the
genes assigned to a regulon were actually part of it, indicating
that our approach produces a very low rate of false positives,
and hence that it would rarely assign to a regulon genes that
do not belong to it. The coverage, or the fraction of the genes
in a regulon that could be reassigned to it, was lower (73% on
average), suggesting that the regulons detected by our
approach might not include all their actual members, a much
less serious shortcoming than making false-positive
predictions.

More important still, the same benchmarks showed that our
approach maintained on average a similar level of coverage
and reached PPP values as high as 84% when applied to gene
groups in which known regulons were mixed with an equal
number of random genes, a situation more closely resembling
that of the multiprotein complexes analyzed here. We there-
fore believe that our predictive methods yield quite reliable
regulon predictions, particularly for larger complexes in
which only about 50% or more of the genes may be co-regu-
lated.

Our methods do, however, have obvious limitations. One is
that they would miss altogether sites located outside the 800
base-pair (bp) limit of the analyzed upstream sequences.
Another potential shortcoming is their limited capacity to
detect regulatory sites that have a high degree of sequence

Feature map of the patterns (spaced dyads) discovered in the 800 bp upstream regions from the genes involved in the annotated nucleosomal protein complexFigure 7
Feature map of the patterns (spaced dyads) discovered in the 800 bp upstream regions from the genes involved in the annotated nucleosomal protein 
complex. Each dyad is represented as a box of a given color, whose height is proportional to the significance level of the pattern, as indicated on the 
legend. The identified over-represented patterns are indicated in the inset on the upper right-hand side; n stands for any nucleotide residue and n{x}, with 
x from 2 to 11, indicates the spacer length in terms of the number of wild-card positions.

Legend

gcgn{10}aac|gttn{10}cgc 4.38
gcgn{9}gaa|ttcn{9}cgc 3.06
attn{2}gcg|cgcn{2}aat 2.43
cgan{9}aac|gttn{9}tcg 2.12
cgcn{10}gaa|ttcn{10}gcg 1.38
gcgn{8}aga|tctn{8}cgc 1.24
cgan{8}gaa|ttcn{8}tcg 1.22
gaan{8}aac|gttn{8}ttc 1.04
ctgn{7}cgc|gcgn{7}cag 0.72
cgan{10}acg|cgtn{10}tcg 0.64
cgtn{9}ttc|gaan{9}acg 0.08
cgtn{11}cgc|gcgn{11}acg 1.53
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variability, something that matrix-based methods could do
better [27-31]. It could therefore be possible that we tend to
find fewer putative regulons in the so-called transient com-
plexes than in their permanent counterparts because the reg-
ulatory mechanisms of these complexes are more specific,

involving a larger variety of transcription factors or a more
diverse pattern of interactions.

On the other hand, a clear advantage of our pattern-discovery
procedure is its low rate of false-positive predictions. As a

Table 2

Results of the pattern discovery and discriminant analysis for annotated complexes

Annotated complex                                                ORFs Coverage Max sig Discovered 
patterns

Permanent 26S proteasome 36 0.83 15.84 24

19-22S regulator 18 0.94 8.76 16

20S proteasome 15 0.87 5.76 13

Respiration chain complexes

Cytochrome bc1 complex 9 0.67 1.13 4

Cytochrome c oxidase 8 0.88 1.51 2

F0-F1 ATP synthase 15 0.67 4.01 4

Cytoplasmic ribosomes 138 0.68 19.49 151

Cytoplasmic ribosomal large subunit 81 0.70 11.67 77

Cytoplasmic ribosomal small subunit 57 0.79 8.97 63

Cytoplasmic translation elongation 9 0.78 2.35 10

Cytoplasmic translation initiation 27 0.19 6.31 5

eIF3 7 0.43 1.24 2

Nucleosomal protein complex 8 1.00 4.38 20

RNA polymerase III 13 0.46 1.52 2

RNA polymerase II holoenzyme 35 0.11 1.81 2

Transient Microtubules 32 0.16 1.45 5

Pyruvate dehydrogenase 5 0.60 1.81 1

Replication complexes

Replication complex 19 0.42 1.66 5

SAGA complex 14 0.50 1 5

Spindle pole body 32 0.13 2.93 8

SPB components 16 0.25 3.38 8

Tim22p complex 5 0.40 1.99 1

Others Cdc28p complexes 10 0.60 2 5

H+transporting ATPase-vacuolar 15 0.40 2.46 6

Nuclear splicing complexes-Spliceosome 66 0.06 1.55 5

Other DNA repair complexes 5 0.40 1.11 4

Replication complexes 49 0.41 15.64 7

Replication fork complexes 30 0.57 13.28 12

Respiration chain complexes 37 0.59 8.49 11

rRNA processing complexes 18 0.22 1.72 2

t-SNAREs 10 0.40 1.45 3

Column 2 lists the names of the analyzed complexes. Columns 3 and 4 list, respectively, the number of components in the complex and the coverage 
of the assignment, defined as the fraction of the components of a given complex that are predicted to be part of a putative regulon. Max sig (column 
5) is the highest significance index in patterns detected for this complex, and column 6 lists the number of discovered patterns for the complex. 
Complexes have been subdivided into three categories - 'permanent', 'transient' or 'others' - as indicated in column 1, and described in Materials and 
methods. Assemblies such as 'Respiration chain complexes', which contain several groups of complexes and hence do not represent a single physical 
entity, were classified here in the 'others' category. However, smaller complexes, which are part of this assembly and for which putative regulons 
were identified, were classified as 'permanent'.
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R33
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Table 3

Details of the discriminant analysis results for the replication fork complexes

Complex Gene ORF P(da)

Components predicted to be co-regulated

DNA polymerase αI primase complex POL1 YNL102W 0.95155315

PRI2 YKL045W 0.92757655

POL12 YBL035C 0.8740073

PRI1 YIR008C 0.14922267

DNA polymerase δIII POL32 YJR043C 0.88528264

HYS2 YJR006W 0.79712089

CDC2 YDL102W 0.79079457

DNA polymerase εII POL2 YNL262W 0.85845235

DPB2 YPR175W 0.7575824

DPB3 YBR278W 0.64557167

Exonucleases RAD27 YKL113C 0.99432872

PCNA POL30 YBR088C 0.69668482

Replication factor A complex RFA1 YAR007C 0.98673268

RFA2 YNL312W 0.87875323

RFA3 YJL173C 0.73210048

Topoisomerases TOP1 YOL006C 0.82395424

TOP2 YNL088W 0.73032433

Components excluded from the predicted regulon group

DNA helicases ECM32 YER176W 0.23499023

DNA2 YHR164C 0.05406037

DNA ligases CDC9 YDL164C 0.03708159

DNA polymerase βIV POL4 YCR014C 0.03919368

DNA polymerase γ MIP1 YOR330C 0.03182497

DNA polymerase ζ REV7 YIL139C 0.05724429

REV3 YPL167C 0.04090946

Replication factor C complex RFC4 YOL094C 0.50870756

RFC5 YBR087W 0.33589936

RFC3 YNL290W 0.26089619

RFC2 YJR068W 0.10584985

RFC1 YOR217W 0.05246123

RNase H1 RNH1 YMR234W 0.02989109

The CYGD names of the subcomplexes or independent genes of the replication fork complexes are listed in column 1. The second and third 
columns list, respectively, the common gene name and ORF identifier. The posterior probability P(da), computed by the discriminant analysis, with 
which the listed gene/ORF was assigned to the putative regulon is listed in column 4. All the components predicted to be co-regulated (probability > 
0.5 for most of the genes) are listed in the top part of the table, while those excluded from the predicted regulon group are listed in the lower part 
of the table. The two genes whose assignment is different from those of other related components of the subcomplex are marked in bold.
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R33
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result, the most reliable patterns discovered here should be a
good starting point for deriving the full regulatory motif. This
requires that the discovered patterns be extended and their
sequence degeneracy characterized [41,42], a difficult task
that is often considered an obligatory step in identifying reg-
ulons. Here, this difficulty was circumvented by our cross-val-
idated discriminant analysis, which we applied directly to the
small sequence motifs. Combining the two approaches in the
future should lead to improvements.

Lastly, we show that useful information could also be
obtained by building the network graph representing the
multiple links between protein complexes and predicted reg-
ulons, and analyzing the common genes participating in these
links (Additional data file 1 (Figure S6)). This was illustrated
for one of the large clusters of this graph, representing the
proteasome-related complexes (Figure 7), but was also
observed for other regulon-complex relationships discovered
in this study (data not shown). Such networks are comple-
mentary to the recently described regulatory network of

genetranscription factor interactions [16,43] and should pro-
vide insights into the functional relationships between com-
plexes.

The various observations made here are consistent with the
results of a related study [44], in which pattern-discovery
methods were applied to sets of yeast genes and those sets
with common patterns in their upstream regions were scored
against interacting proteins from the TAP and HMS protein
complexes or closely linked proteins in the metabolic
network.

Materials and methods
Data on multiprotein complexes
Three different datasets on protein complexes from the yeast
S. cerevisiae were analyzed. One comprises a set of 243 pro-
tein complexes manually curated from the literature and
retrieved from the complexes catalog in CYGD [10,45]. Those
are referred to as annotated complexes. This set includes

Details of overlaps between predicted co-regulated genes from proteasome-related complexesFigure 8
Details of overlaps between predicted co-regulated genes from proteasome-related complexes. Complexes are displayed as ellipses, with individual 
complexes identified by the prefix TAP or HMS followed by a number (see Figure 3 legend for details). The numbers in parentheses are the number of 
genes in the predicted co-regulated set for the complex and the total number of genes in the complex, respectively; the ratio represents the proportion of 
the components of the complex that is predicted to be co-regulated (see text and Figure 6). The set of predicted co-regulated genes in each complex is 
enclosed in a rounded frame of the same color as the ellipse of the corresponding complex. Two large rectangular frames enclose the subset of co-
regulated genes that code for the components of the proteasome core particle (left) and the proteasome regulatory particle (right).
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complexes that are known to form a single physical entity
under some experimental conditions, as well as larger assem-
blies composed of several complexes whose formation is
thought to be interdependent. Components of complexes
encoded by mitochondrial genes were not considered, as the
analysis of their regulatory motifs requires a different back-
ground model than for the nuclear genes. The complete list of
annotated complexes used in this study is given in Additional
data file 2 (Table S1).

The other two datasets comprise a total of 725 protein com-
plexes identified respectively in the tandem affinity purifica-
tion and MS analysis (TAP, 232 complexes) [11], and in the
high-throughput MS protein complex identification (HMS,
493 complexes) [12]. These analyses probed only a subset of
the proteins comprising many of the phosphatases, kinases

and proteins involved in DNA repair. This subset (which cor-
responds to the so-called bait proteins [11,12]) represents
about 25% of all yeast proteins in the TAP study, and about
10% in the HMS study. The composition of individual com-
plexes from these studies was downloaded from the websites
indicated in the original papers [46,47].

Data on co-regulated genes
Information on co-regulated genes in S. cerevisiae was
obtained from two types of data on gene-transcription factor
associations. One corresponds to 1,406 gene-factor associa-
tions manually curated from the literature, which were
obtained from the TRANSFAC [18] and aMAZE [21,22] data-
bases, from the list compiled by Young and colleagues, which
excludes gene-factor associations deduced from sequence
analysis [16,48], and from additional literature searches.

Table 4

Regulatory patterns discovered in the protein complexes of the proteasome system

Pattern TAP106 TAP126 TAP148 TAP151 TAP157 HMS126 HMS161 HMS220 HMS223

....GCCACC.. 4.23 1.54 13.99 3.41 15.74 1.21 6.35 4.67 7.62

...TGCCAC... 3.08 11.72 1.14 12.26 0.56 4.3 3.34 6.25

..TTGNCAC... 10.61 9.56 1.11 2.47 2.56 3.43

..TTGNNACC.. 0.27 8.68 9.86 2.96 2.44 1.68

...TGCNACC.. 2.38 9.14 2.25 9.74 2.36 1.63 4.33

..TTGCCA.... 6.3 5.46 0.21 2.62 1.45 1.55

.TTTGCC..... 5.62 4.82 0.22 2.84 3.1 0.71

.TTTNNNACC.. 4.27 5.97 1.16 1.94 0.33

.....CCACCG. 2.03 2.68 0.51 0.46 1.49

.TTTNCCA.... 2.13 1.84

....GCCNCCG. 0.78 1.26

.TTTNNCAC... 1.6 0.96

ATTNGCC..... 1.13 0.41

......CACCGG 0.86 0.05

GGTNNNNAAA 0.36 0.94

.GTGNNNAAA 2.77 0.82 0.22

.GGGTAA 1.44 0.95 1.27

CGGGTA. 0.68 0.05 0.61

AGGGCA 1,56 0.36

AATNNNNNNNNNNACC 0.75

Column 1 lists the predicted regulatory-sequence pattern. The patterns are aligned to indicate how individual patterns could be assembled. Distinct 
groups of patterns are separated by horizontal spaces. The complexes in which the pattern has been identified are listed in the top row. These 
complexes are denoted as in Figure 3 and the text. The listed values are the statistical significance (Sig), computed as the logarithm of the E-value. 
Patterns with Sig ≤ 0.5 are not listed. Those with Sig ≥ 2 or higher are highly significant. Rows corresponding to highly significant patterns identified 
in at least six complexes are in bold.
Genome Biology 2004, 5:R33
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The manually curated gene-factor associations were grouped
into 200 regulons, with on average seven genes per regulon,
and are referred to as annotated regulons in this study. A
regulon is defined here as the set of genes that bind the same
transcription factor, and is denoted by the name of the tran-
scription factor polypeptide. We considered individual
polypeptides as distinct transcription factors, ignoring the
fact that the actual active species might in some cases be a
complex of several polypeptides (for example Hap2, Hap3,
Hap4 [49]).

The second set of gene-factor associations is data obtained by
Lee et al. [16] using a high-throughput ChIP approach under
specific cellular and culture conditions; it was downloaded
from the authors' website [50]. Here we consider only the
associations with the highest statistical significance (P-value
≤ 10-3), as defined by Lee et al. [16]. Those number 4,433, and
correspond to 106 distinct regulons, with 41.8 genes on aver-
age. Only 185 of these gene-factor associations are the same
as those of the manually curated dataset.

Correspondence between protein complexes and 
regulons
To evaluate the correspondence between protein complexes
and regulons, their gene compositions are compared and a
statistical significance criterion (E-value) is computed using
the hypergeometric formula implemented in the software
Compare-Classes. The complexes and the regulons are con-
sidered as independent samples of genes from the complete
yeast genome (n = 6,450). For a complex containing a genes,
and a regulon b genes, the probability of finding exactly c
common genes between them is

,

where  is the binomial coefficient. The probability of

observing at least c genes in common by chance is given by

.

To correct for multi-testing (a given complex is compared to
several hundred regulons), P is converted to an E-value
(expected value), E-value = R * P(X ≥ c), where R is the total
number of regulons.

Pattern discovery in upstream sequences
Upstream sequences are analyzed using the regulatory
sequence analysis tools (RSAT) [51,52]. For each complex, the
corresponding upstream sequences are retrieved over, at
most, 800 bp from the start codon, clipping the sequence
when necessary to avoid including upstream open reading
frames (ORFs). Large redundant fragments, which may result

from very recent duplications or from the presence of two
genes transcribed in opposite directions, are discarded using
Mkvtree and Vmatch [53].

Two pattern-discovery algorithms are applied to each
sequence set to detect oligonucleotides [24], and dyads
(spaced pairs of short oligonucleotides) [25], respectively,
which occur more frequently (are over-represented) in these
regions in comparison to upstream regions of all the genes
from the S. cerevisiae nuclear genome. The degree of over-
representation of a given pattern is determined by a statistical
significance criterion Sig = -log(E-value). The larger the co-
regulated gene group, the more reliable the prediction
becomes. From previous experience we chose to analyze only
gene groups with at least five members.

Discriminant analysis
Linear discriminant analysis [38] is used to classify the genes
involved in a given set (protein complex or regulon) according
to the type and number of statistically significant oligonucle-
otide and dyad sequence patterns that occur in their
upstream regions.

A detailed description of the approach is given elsewhere
[26]. In summary, two gene groups are defined. Group 1 com-
prises the g genes of a given protein complex, in which p over-
represented patterns are identified. Group 2 is a control
group of 3g genes, selected at random from the yeast nuclear
genome. Upstream regions of the genes in both groups are
analyzed to count the number of occurrences for all the iden-
tified p patterns, taken as variables. A linear discriminant
function is then built, which optimally separates the genes
from groups 1 and 2 into their respective groups in the p-
dimensional space of the considered variables. To avoid over-
fitting, the most discriminant variables are identified in a
stepwise approach.

To assign individual genes from a given complex to either
group, a leave-one-out procedure is carried out, whereby the
genes are removed from the complex one at a time, a discri-
minant function is built each time with a different gene
removed and used to assign the removed gene to groups 1 or
2.

To minimize fluctuation in the results, the entire procedure is
repeated 100 times for each complex, using different random
selections of genes for group 2, and the probability that a
given gene is part of the complex is computed as the mean of
the posterior probabilities evaluated in all the trials. Genes
with mean posterior probability > 0.5 are assigned to the
group of putative co-regulated genes, or regulons. The discri-
minant analysis was performed with the R package [54].

To assess the performance of the discriminant analysis proce-
dure the group (complex or control) to which a given gene has
been assigned is compared to the group from which it was
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originally drawn and two quantities are evaluated. One is the
coverage, defined as TP/(TP + FN), where TP is the number
of genes assigned to a given complex that were originally part
of it, and FN is the number of genes that are part of the origi-
nal complex, but which were (incorrectly) assigned to the
control group. The other is the positive predictive power
(PPP), defined as TP/(TP + FP), with FP being the number of
genes that were (incorrectly) assigned to the complex.

Additional data files
The following additional data files are available with the com-
plete version of this article, online: a PDF file (Additional data
file 1) containing supplementary Figures S1 to S6 and their
legends, and a Word file (Additional data file 2) containing
supplementary Tables S1 to S4 and their legends.
Additional data file 1A PDF file containing supplementary Figures S1 to S6 and their legendsA PDF file containing supplementary Figures S1 to S6 and their legendsClick here for additional data fileAdditional data file 2A Word file containing supplementary Tables S1 to S4 and their legendsA Word file containing supplementary Tables S1 to S4 and their legendsClick here for additional data file
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